Creating Specialist Solutions and Products
to Meet Future Needs
Our specialist design teams and consultants work continuously with our clients to ﬁnd the very best solutions in workshop and storage
design, making use of the latest technological advances in storage systems. The MASTER SERIES provides customers with anti-tilt draw sliding and
electronic locking of individual drawers capable of taking up to 200kgs of weight.
We provide our customers with a ‘no obligation’ site survey. So whether you need an individually created mobile cabinet, a fast-tracked
product from our online shop or are looking for
a full workshop design and installation, we can
ensure we deliver without fuss or disruption to our
customers business.

The

Master Series
Using

Sylogik Technologies
TM

The Series can be colour coded and personalised to suit the client, giving 10 cabinet and 8
handle colours

Anti-tilt draw sliding systems for multi-drawer
opening for smooth precision movement.
Electronic versions allow drawers to be
broken into two groups, and, with a given code,
gives multi-drawer use
A new locking system that allows the lock to
be located for convenience
Cabinets can be matched to existing cabinets
and keys
From 717mm to 1431mm

WORKSHOP DESIGN SPECIALISTS

To arrange for a free consultation from one of our experts contacts us at:
System Store Solutions Ltd
01622 859522
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sales@systemstoresolutions.com
www.system-store.com
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Motorsport Interior Design
At System Store Solutions, we create work environments
designed to give the customer increased engineering efﬁency
and productivity. Our products not only give the very best in
tool and parts protection, they provide storage solutions that
maximise the space available.
More and more, workspace design and storage is becoming the
centre of discussion for businesses who are considering their
long-term strategies and what is required to stay at the top.
Whether you are an automotive manufacturer, aerospace
company or a race team running a single car or multi discipline
set up our workshop designs have become an integral part of
industry’s responce to the expectations of its clients, sponsors
and funding partners.
From a commercial perspective, the latest workshop and
storage area designs have to answer a number of ﬁnancial
objectives. Increased productivity with tool and parts
storage is only part of the solutions being addressed.

Brand Value & Long-Term Assets
Creating the right visual representation that reﬂects the
engineering excellence of a company/team also reﬂects
on how they work with their marketing partners, which
attracts new sponsors, investors and drivers.
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When it comes to expansion plans, having products that
are robust and stand the test of time is important. Our
install team ensures that any future move or expansion
is seamless, with overall costs kept to a minimum. This
ensures the customer of retaining a long lasting, valued
asset to their business.
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Catering for all Industries
From rally to Formula One, private garages to aerospace, System
Store Solutions provides the very best in workshop design and
storage solutions across all industries.
Just some of our clients:

Red Bull Technology | Carlin | Greaves Motorsport | Fortec
Motorsports | Strakka Racing | Comtec | Mercedes F1 Team |
DK Engineering | Lanzante | GTO Engineering | URT Group |
University of Bolton | Brooklands College | New Forest Classic
Cars | Hitachi Rail | Jaguar Landrover | BMW UK Manufacturing
| BAE Systems | Rolls Royce.............

system-store.com
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WORKSHOP DESIGN SPECIALISTS

ELMS | WEC | WSR | F1 | BLANCPAIN | BRITISH GT | GP2 | BTCC | RALLY | HISTORICS | KARTING

System Store Solutions Celebrates 10 Years
Outstanding Service to Red Bull Technology
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INSPIRING ENGINEERING
BEHIND THE SCENES
In 2005 Red Bull Racing took on the challenge to contest the Formula One World Championship
and set about designing a state of the art premises from which to grow. It was workshop
design specialists, System Store Solutions, who was awarded the contract to work with them in
producing these facilities and ten years on and we are still working together.
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Visit System Store Solutions on-line at : SYSTEM-STORE.COM
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AN ADAPTABLE WORKSHOP
TO COVER A MULTITUDE OF
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Richard Dutton has owned Fortec Motorsport for over
20 years and in this time he and his team have grown the
company to become one of Britain’s most successful racing
teams, providing a complete single seater transition from
karting to the very top, in Formula One. They hold a strong
pedigree of excellent drivers, including Heikki Kovalainen,
Marcus Ericsson, Juan Pablo Montoya, Daniel Ricciardo, Sam
Bird, Alex Lynn and Jack Harvey.
In order to deliver the training and development for drivers,
Fortec also works hard training up the mechanics, who
often join them straight from school, to become an asset to

the team as technicians and engineers. By doing this the drivers learn
the way to clearly communicate what they are feeling and hearing in
the car to their race crew and the mechanics learn how to translate
that information into delivering a better performance from the car.
For all the team it is critical that during this training, the environment
they work in enhances this development process, so System Store
Solutions was delighted to be asked to help Fortec develop a workshop
environment that worked speciﬁcally for them. With cars being run
in a multitude of championships, it was essential that the space was
adaptable, so that Fortec could maximise the efﬁciency of the work
output by the crews working on the cars, and so we designed a system
where the ﬁxed cabinets took up minimum space around the outside
walls with a series of mobile units that could be moved around the
workshop or taken to the pits with ease. This installation is ongoing
and Jamie Dye, the Team Manager, is already seeing an improvement
in workﬂow efﬁciency, with the added ability that the workspace is
able to be kept clear of clutter and clean at all times, helping all the
mechanics in training to work more effectively as they learn their craft.
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Red Bull Technology
Having previously worked with the Jaguar Racing Team, the former owners of the Red Bull Racing site,
the team at System Store Solutions were delighted when Red Bull Racing brought a new and fresh
approach to workshop design and layout. This workshop concept set a new standard in workﬂow
efﬁciency, not seen by many before and has since become the workshop concept many motorsport
teams aspire to achieve.
With their growing success on the track Red Bull Racing quickly expanded and System Store Solutions
has been very involved in each stage of this expansion process, working
with both Red Bull Racing and then Red Bull Technology, to create a set
standard across all areas. Every area developed had its own particular
challenges to overcome; for example, the new electronics department
had to have installed workbenches and units, including the paint, designed
to resist ESD (Electrostatic Discharge). System Store Solutions has also
worked on ﬁtting out the transporter trucks for Red Bull Racing to
maintain the same high standard trackside. Ten years has past by very
quickly and everyone at System Store Solutions has thoroughly enjoyed
working through each project with the Red Bull Technology people.

A TEN YEAR SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIP
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David Price, MD of System Store Solutions

“We feel very much a part of the Red Bull family. We are very proud of the work we have achieved at Red
Bull Technology and the relationship that has developed between the two companies over the last ten years.
There is a uniformity of design and standard set across all the buildings, which clearly highlights that this is
the ultimate working set up, ﬁt for a team with the calibre of Red Bull Racing”
Alan Peasland, Head of Technical Partnerships, Red Bull Technology

“With System Store Solutions we have been able to design and build an ergonomic environment where our
skilled professionals can be inspired to achieve engineering breakthroughs on the cars and win Championships.
System Store Solutions have worked with us, behind the scenes, delivering year-on-year the standards we
expect and this has developed into a very successful supplier relationship. We are very happy with the look
and feel of our facilities and are proud to show them off to our visitors.”
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PRESENTATION - FORMS THE
HEART OF ANY SERIOUS RACE
TEAM
Recently Strakka Racing expanded their young
Performance Driver Training programme with the
acquisition of P1 Motorsport, which was successfully
running in the Formula Renault 3.5 series. Although
P1 Motorsport was based in Norfolk, Nick Leventis,
Strakka Racing’s owner, decided, after much thought,
that it was best to amalgamate the whole team into
the Strakka Racing site, and set about extending the

system-store.com

Silverstone based facilities. Our team’s ﬁrst job was
to lay the ﬂooring, designed to be hard wearing, nonpermeable, not slippery and easy to clean - all essential
when working on vehicles. When the ﬂoor was laid
and dried off the install team were brought in to ﬁt
the various, static and mobile workbenches agreed by
Strakka Racing to suit their speciﬁc needs. This included
hard wearing easy clean worktops and store areas for
the vices and bins, with speciﬁc drawers for the various
tools needed.

Nick Leventis
“Presentation is at the heart of any serious race team and a clean and professional
work area sets the standard for the preparation of the cars. Our engineers and
technicians are extremely proud of their workshop space and the installation enables
them to uphold the same standards at base just as they would be at the track. In
addition, it creates a great showcase for sponsors and technical partners.”

David
Price
“
“The Strakka Racing’s vision is exactly what we enjoy working with. Designing an
environment that we know will support the development of future drivers and
engineers, gave us great pleasure. I am sure Strakka Racing will go from strength to
strength, as a team, producing the very best in the industry.”

RACE BAYS & WORKSTATIONS | CNC MACHINE TOOL ROOMS | TOOLS & PARTS STORAGE | COMPOSITE AREAS
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